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CIELO SIGNS LETTER OF INTENT FOR OFFTAKE
AGREEMENT, PROVIDES OPERATIONAL UPDATE AND
ANNOUNCES OFFICE MOVE
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada. September 2, 2021. Cielo Waste Solutions (TSXV:
CMC), (OTCQB: CWSFF), (WKN:C36) ("Cielo" or the "Company") is pleased to
announce:

Letter of Intent with Kodiak Chemical Solutions
Cielo has signed a non-binding Letter of Intent (“LOI”) with Kodiak Chemical Solutions
(“Kodiak”). Kodiak is a Western Canadian based company interested in the purchase of
Waste Derived Naphtha (“WDN”) for uses including but not limited to paraffin solvents,
diluents, cleaning fluids, paint and ashphalt diluents and any other uses in their discretion.
Kodiak wishes to purchase, from Cielo, WDN from all of Cielo’s Alberta production
facilities. The material terms of the LOI are to be mutually agreed upon and set out in a
definitive agreement, anticipated to occur prior to the end of 2021. This LOI does not
conflict with a previously announced and existing memorandum of understanding with
Elbow River Marketing, which is an offtake agreement for diesel fuels.
Lionel Robins, SVP Global Development & Indigenous Relations for Cielo, stated: “We
believe the demand for naphtha in the current market is growing and seeing this demand
further increases Cielo’s growth opportunity, as we can profitably produce more types of
fuel. We now see the opportunity to have a WDN fuel that could demand a premium over
its fossil-based counterparts. The price discussed with Kodiak will move with the weekly
market price, and we expect that to generate a profitable revenue stream with good
margins.”
Brian Venance, President of Kodiak Chemical Solutions, stated: “As the demand for
energy continues to ramp up, Kodiak continues to look for and source sustainable
alternatives where possible. Cielo’s WDN fuel is an alternative many of our customers
are wanting and willing to pay for in the growing demand for sustainability and climate
change.”

Operational Update
As to its operational update, and as previously announced, Cielo has hired 3 engineering
companies to look for any improvements that can be made to the Aldersyde facility. Cielo
has these engineers focused on the main pieces of the process, which include the reactor
design and waste recovery to obtain optimized and enhanced performance.

Reactor Enhancements - Optimization of distillate production and achieving a steadystate production profile are priorities. Reactor modifications are anticipated to result in
improved distillate production and carrier fluid efficiencies.
Waste Recovery - Cielo is working on modifications, including the implementation of a
centrifuge system to the waste recovery process.
Desulfurization - The catalyst, intended for use in Cielo’s desulphurization process,
designed by the University of Calgary, and produced in China, was not complete when it
arrived to the Aldersyde, Alberta facility. The catalyst required further work and was sent
to Texas, USA for catalyst activation and stabalization.
Commisioning of the
desulphurization process equipment is expected to be completed by the end of
September, 2021.

New Corporate Office
Cielo is in the process of executing a commercial lease for corporate office space in
downtown Calgary, Alberta. The lease is expected to be finalized in September 2021.
Don Allan, President and CEO of Cielo, commented: “We are delighted to have signed
this LOI with Kodiak and look forward to working with them to build out our WDN business.
I would also like to thank Kodiak Chemical Solutions and Brian Venance for their
commitment and interest in our Waste Derived Naphtha.” Mr. Allan continued: “The
process improvements our engineers are working on are creating better optimization of
our process facility which is beneficial prior to building multi million dollar facilities. We
believe this is the right thing to do for our shareholders, investors, and financial lenders.”
Additionally, Mr. Allan stated: “ The move to downtown Calgary from Red Deer will allow
Cielo to expand and attract additional talent required for the anticipated growth of the
Company. The inducements offered were quite competitive and Cielo is delighted to have
the opportunity to support the recovery and transformation of downtown Calgary.”
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About Cielo Waste Solutions Corp.
Cielo is a publicly traded company with a proprietary technology that transforms certain
types of landfill garbage into high-grade diesel, kerosene (aviation jet and marine fuel)
and naphtha. Cielo’s proven and patented technology is currently being deployed in the
Company’s Aldersyde, Alberta facility, where wood waste is currently being converted
into renewable fuels. Cielo’s experienced management team is well positioned with
strategic partners in place to expand aggressively across Canada, into the US and then
globally. The waste/feedstock that will be used in the Company’s green facilities is the
world’s widely available and inexpensive feedstock, including household, commercial,
construction garbage, used tires, railway ties, telephone poles, as well as all types of
plastic, some of which currently cannot be recycled or deposited into landfills. Cielo’s
goal is to manufacture waste to fuel while ridding the world of unwanted and
problematic garbage.
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